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1. First Things First – Our View on Cyber-Physical Systems
We live in an age of extensive scientific, technological, and paradigmatic convergence (Franz, 2011).

One of the major current trends is the integration of social science, cognitive science, biotechnology, 
information technology, and nanotechnology, which enables the fusion of bits, atoms, neurons, genes, and 
memes (Yankovskaya and Kukushkin, 2019). This accelerating integration process, graphically depicted 
in Figure 1, is often referred to as the bits-atoms-neurons-genes-memes revolution (Wetter, 2006). Cyber-
physical systems (CPSs) not only represent practical examples of the integration of bits and atoms in 
human and social contexts but also contribute to the integration of neurons and genes into system 
implementation (Horváth and Gerritsen, 2012). The move toward integration of neurons is exemplified by 
the interest in cyber-biophysical systems (e.g., assistive and corrective implants (Ospina et al., 2016) and 
artificial limbs/augmentations (Zhang et al., 2011), while the results in the latter field are epitomized by 
gentelligent systems (Denkena et al., 2021). Consequently, engineered systems are undergoing a 
metamorphosis, and the significance of purely hardware (HW), software (SW), and cyberware (CW) 
systems is shrinking—their places are taken over quickly by heterogeneous and intellectualized systems. 
From the perspective of system adaptation, the current trends imply the need for a concurrent change in 
the HW, SW, and CW elements at runtime, in a synergic (compositional) manner. Theoretically, but also 
practically, the biggest challenge in this context is that the operational changes of the HW constituents 
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occur in the spatial–temporal space, the changes of the SW constituents in the logical–temporal space, 
and those of the CW constituents in the syntactic and semantic spaces. 

In our view, SW and data/knowledge integrated CPSs (i) include one or more independent (self-
contained) or functionally networked actor nodes, (ii) are characterized by deep penetration into real-life 
physical processes, (iii) operate based on multiple sensing-computing-adjusting loops or sensing-
reasoning-learning-planning-adapting loops, (iv) provide tailored services and avail resources 
dynamically in human, social, and industrial application contexts, (v) have the ability to extend their 
problem-solving knowledge and computational mechanisms (system intelligence), (vi) may manifest as 
part of a purposefully and synergistically arranged system of systems, and (vii) evolve through 
generations (Horváth et al., 2017). Cybernetization of complex engineered systems seems to terminate 
with highly intellectualized and autonomously operating but cognitively and socially embedded systems 
(Fitzgerald et al., 2014). If, in sociotechnical systems, the technical parts manifest as CPSs, then 
researchers talk about socio-CPSs (SCPSs), whose adaptation may also be based on the principles of the 
centrality of the norms and policy of autonomy and not only on operational goals and affordances (Zhang 
et al., 2018). 

Although the complex phenomenon of system adaptation is currently a hot issue, it is known only 
partially in the case of complex engineered systems (Black et al., 2014). In biology, adaptation has been 
defined as the process of subsequent changes by which a living organism or a community of organisms 
becomes better suited to its environment and increases its chances of survival (Bock, 1980). Initially 
proposed for natural systems, this interpretation implies four suppositions: (i) adaptation is toward a goal, 
purpose, or situation; (ii) adaptation is not a one-time action but a purposeful sequence of changes; (iii) 
adaptation is performed by the subjects of the changes themselves; and (iv) adaptation is to be put into the 
context of interaction with the environment or a community of organisms. The same principles have been 
applied to engineered systems (Holland, 1992). However, while biological adaptation is based on 
evolving biophysiological and cognitive mechanisms, there are no ab ovo granted or naturally evolving 
mechanisms in engineered systems (Horváth et al., 2019). Many experts believe that a deeper theoretical 
understanding of system adaptation will ultimately lead to the development of autonomous systems and 
adjustable autonomy. 

Figure 1. Merger of Technologies and Disciplines 
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The remainder of this extended editorial is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the types and 
forms of system control and adaptation. Section 3 introduces the scientific, engineering, and 
computational fundamentals and issues of adaptation for first-generation CPSs (1G-CPSs). Section 4 
discusses the self-adaptation phenomenon of second-generation CPSs (2G-CPSs) and its fundamental 
issues. Section 5 offers a non-exhaustive landscape of the concerns related to next-generation CPSs (NG-
CPSs). In addition, it discusses milestone developments and elaborates on some open questions. Section 6 
presents a short synopsis of papers that have contributed to this special issue. Finally, Section 7 reflects 
on the major findings. It discusses what we apparently miss and what we may consider as an opportunity 
for future research. 

2. A Brief Overview of the Types and Forms of System Adaptation
The natural evolution and selection of living organisms are long-term and strongly conditioned

processes. Natural adaptation involves many generations and favors beings with a higher chance of 
survival and a wide variation of heritable characteristics. Engineered systems do not exhibit these intricate 
mechanisms of progression. This is the reason that systems science thinks differently about the adaptation 
of such systems. Nevertheless, it assumes the potential and resources of adaptive systems to change as 
well as the influence of the environment on the manifestation of changes. A bird’s-eye view image of the 
perspectives of system adaptation is illustrated in Figure 2. In general, four sources of the need for 
adaptation are identified: (i) it is problematic to foresee all requirements because of the broadening and 
complexification of using such systems in society; (ii) it is difficult to predefine all system operation and 
interaction modes owing to growing uncertainties concerning applications and stakeholders; (iii) as a 
consequence of unpredictable incidental effects and changes in the environment, it is difficult to achieve 
overall resilience in the design phase; and (iv) owing to the emerging technological and servicing 
affordances, it is often possible to achieve a better performance than that programmed for the systems. 
System adaptation can be relative to (i) a generally defined goal, (ii) a specifically defined goal, (iii) a 
partially defined goal, or (iv) an undefined operational/servicing goal. Considering this aspect, adaptation 

Figure 2. Perspectives of System Adaptation 
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is a means to (i) serve optimally for a purpose, (ii) maximize the fulfillment of operational/servicing goals, 
(iii) achieve the best relation with the embedding environment, and (iv) provide optimal interaction with 
other systems. In other words, it is about how something fits into something else and what efforts it 
makes toward an overall optimum runtime performance. Adaptation may occur within a short operation 
period or over the entire lifecycle of engineered systems (Tavčar and Horváth, 2018). 

The above similarities and differences triggered the interest toward a universal theory of system 
adaptation, but this is still a work in progress. From a control theoretical perspective, the literature 
discusses (i) conventional control-based adaptation (proportional-integral-derivative (PID)-like or state-
representation driven), (ii) advanced control-based adaptation (model-predictive, optimization-based, and 
stochastic), (iii) knowledge-based control (rule-based, fuzzy, heuristic, and analogical), and reasoning-
based control (data-driven, learning-based, abductive, prognostic, and twin-based) mechanisms (Shevtsov 
et al., 2017). It must be emphasized that these types of adaptations apply to complex SW systems rather 
than to resource-heterogeneous CPSs. In line with the current layering of information technology systems, 
the categories of (i) infrastructural (HW and SW) resource adaptation, (ii) reusable middleware adaptation, 
and (iii) domain-specific application SW adaptation are applied (Salehie and Tahvildari, 2009). In general, 
the criteria (trigger) for the execution of adaptation may be (i) goal-related, (ii) task-oriented, or (iii) 
performance-based. Based on the operationalization of the adaptation agency, (i) reactive (after a change 
event), (ii) active (concurrent with a change event), and (iii) proactive (before a change event) control 
strategies can be distinguished. Feedback-based control supports reactive strategies, whereas feed-forward 
control is usually active. Combinations of feedback and feed-forward control can detect disturbances and 
adjust the inputs before the disturbance affects the system outputs. Consequently, this combination 
implements a proactive strategy that can be used as a proactive control mechanism. 

Adaptation is usually not a single action of change but a logically/functionally related linear sequence 
or other patterns of change actions. Therefore, logical and procedural planning is required in the time 
dimension, in which various occurrences of adaptations have been identified. For instance, based on the 
occurrence frequency of adaptation, (i) consecutive (repetitive) and (ii) incidental (one-time) forms of 
adaptation are distinguished. Based on the duration of adaptation, periodic (repeated at fixed intervals) or 
permanent (lasting over a relatively long period of operation or the entire lifecycle of a system) are 
differentiated. In terms of the introduction of changes, adaptation can be made during idle time and/or 
runtime. In addition, adaptation can be (i) externally initiated (based on intervention or rules provided by 
an external controller or supervisor) or (ii) internally initiated (based on observed deviations from the 
intended goal, state, performance, and output, or change in input data). In terms of intentionality (the 
reason for initiating a specific event), (i) indispensable, (ii) planned, or (iii) self-decided adaptations are 
distinguished. Adaptations are planned during the (i) design time, (ii) runtime, or (iii) in both. 

With regard to the change in the system constituents (components), (i) constant resource-based and (ii) 
variable resource-based adaptations are implemented. From the perspective of the organization of the 
changes, (i) centralized and (ii) decentralized approaches are used. The target of adaptation can be (i) 
goals, (ii) functions, (iii) architecture, (iv) operation, (v) intellectualization, (vi) interactions, (vii) 
behaviors, or (viii) their combinations. Furthermore, (i) environment-centered adaptation (for proper 
interaction with a dynamic environment) and (ii) system-centered adaptation (guaranteeing the 
dependability of the states/operations/services) are differentiated. 

As discussed by (Patikirikorala et al., 2012) control may have single or multiple objectives in the case 
of SW systems, and (i) basic or (ii) composite control schemes are implemented depending on the 
complexity of the objectives. The basic control schemes include (i) model-based fixed-gain control, (ii) 
model-based runtime dynamic-gain control, (iii) linear quadratic regulator, and (iv) model-based 
predictive horizon control. Composite control schemes include (i) cascaded (nested), (ii) rules-based gain 
scheduling, (iii) algorithm reconfiguring, (iv) top-down distributed (hierarchical), (v) decentralized 
independent, and (vi) combined event- and time-based (dynamic) controls (Swarnkar et al., 2014). The 
discussed control strategies are usually put under the conceptual umbrella of internal control, which 
entails some form of intertwining application functionality (logic) and control functionality (logic). 
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However, the literature is void with regard to (runtime) HW and CW adaptation issues that are 
particularly important in the case of transforming CPSs (Estrada-Jimenez et al., 2021). 

The aforementioned strategies are typically model-based. Models are either predefined during the 
design time or generated at runtime. Although the current model engineering makes the creation of 
dynamic models possible, the range of adaptation is restricted to self-regulation and self-tuning in control-
oriented models. When a fault or an unclear change in the environmental circumstances occurs, human 
intervention is expected. Often, this is referred to as mitigation adaptation, where designers define the (i) 
specific objectives to achieve, (ii) boundary conditions of operation, (iii) conditions of adaptation, (iv) 
mechanisms of adaptation, and (v) appropriateness criteria of adaptation (Khoramshahi and Billard, 2019). 
Another aspect of adaptation is its computational enabling, which can be (i) model-based, (ii) data-driven, 
(iii) awareness-based, or (iv) ontology-based. Model-based adaptation strategies involve the 
harmonization of various models such as (i) system, (ii) control, (iii) optimization, (iv) environment, (v) 
impact, and (vi) meta models. 

Internally initiated adaptation is self-adaptation, a form of system operation in which the goals and 
rules of adaptation are not provided by external controllers. Traditionally, self-adaptation of systems was 
defined as the ability to make appropriate corrective actions based on information about the actions, 
which will have the best enhancement impact on the system during runtime. Recently, it has been 
reinterpreted as the capability of (i) setting a new goal at runtime for system-level problem solving, (ii) 
determining the most efficient strategy, plan, and execution of changes, and (iii) working accordingly to 
reach the initial or runtime set goal (Cámara et al., 2016). This multifaceted capability assumes sufficient 
awareness, reasoning, learning, planning, decision-making abilities, and mechanisms. For many 
researchers, the core of designing for adaptation is system-level modeling that (i) defines the relationship 
with the operational environment, (ii) monitors the objectives and the state of a system, and (iii) 
configures adaptation mechanisms and strategies during the design time of a system. 

The above overview of the major adaptation aspects intends to shed light on the complexity of the 
phenomenon of system adaptation. Furthermore, it attempts to prove that the landscape of research and 
development activities toward the realization of system adaptation is extremely broad and varied. Two 
tangible reasons for this are (i) the current wide spectrum of system manifestations and (ii) the dynamic 
appearance of new generations of engineered systems. 

3. Systems Science, Engineering, and Computational Issues of Adaptation of 1G-CPSs 
The family of 1G-CPSs includes control-intensive plant-type systems in which the primary objective 

and logic of operation do not change during the lifespan. Coordinated control loops are essential for 
building this type of adaptive system, which is actually a result of functional enhancement by cyber-
physical augmentation (i.e., supplementing physical systems with standalone or networked computational 
platforms) (Cómbita et al., 2015). The interfaces between the physical transformation processes and 
information computation processes are sensors and effectors (or their clusters). Another approach for 
realizing 1G-CPSs is to complement a digital network with physical objects (instruments, devices, robots, 
vehicles, etc.). This is a typical strategy of the Internet of Things (or Internet of Everything)–driven 
development efforts (Miraz et al., 2015). In view of the capabilities of rapidly progressing higher-level 
implementations, 1G-CPSs are regarded as low-end CPSs. 

The functionality, architecture, and logic of operation of the 1G-CPSs are defined in the design phase, 
and they do not change throughout the lifespan of the system. In other words, this family of CPSs is 
supposed to adapt to known modes of change. This assumption makes it possible for designers to 
extensively use model-based engineering in their development. Usually, 1G-CPSs are equipped with 
conventional control mechanisms and can regulate the parameters of operation to a known degree through 
the system and control models. The end-user can adjust predefined adaptive control algorithms using 
preselected parameters. According to the latest reviews of industrially relevant control strategies, the most 
commonly used in practice are PID and model-based predictive controls. Such solutions are acceptable 
for many applications under predictable circumstances and working conditions. However, 1G-CPSs may 
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become unreliable or inefficient in situations that are not considered in the design phase and those that 
they are unable to adapt to. 

The self-control implemented by 1G-CPSs may appear in multiple forms, such as self-regulation, self-
healing, self-resilience, or self-tuning. Although these capabilities, like self-adaptiveness, are typically 
realized in a top-down manner, the literature considers them as a limited subset of capabilities that make 
CPSs self-adaptive (Brun et al., 2009). They are also differentiated from self-organization that, with a 
view to emergent functionalities and decentralization of their control, works in a bottom-up manner. We 
see self-organization as the mutual adaptation and co-evolution of the initially autonomous components of 
systems, namely, agents. In the literature, self-organization is a spontaneous process through which 
systems emerge and evolve, become increasingly complex, adaptive, and synergetic (Heylighen, 2011). 

Internally initiated control intertwines the logics of application functions and adaptation functions. 
This approach is based on programming language features, such as conditional expressions, 
parameterization, and exceptions in SW systems (Floch et al., 2006). The sensors, effectors, and 
adaptation processes are combined with the application code. This often leads to poor scalability and 
maintainability and makes the system expensive to test and maintain/evolve. Using an external adaptation 
engine (or adaptation manager), external approaches of self-adaptive SW systems try to avoid these 
limitations by offering sophisticated adaptation processes. In addition, they offer reusability 
(customization and configuration for different systems) of the adaptation engine or processes tailored for 
various applications. An adaptation engine can implement both closed adaptation (using defined 
types/number of adaptive actions) and open adaptation (allowing new SW arrangements and behaviors 
during runtime) (Vogel and Giese, 2013). 

Over the years, a dual-aspect solution has emerged in the form of a monitor-analyze-plan-execute 
(MAPE) approach (Kephart and Chess, 2003). This conceptual abstraction and generalization of the 
external feedback loop-based control realizes an adaptation logic that is significant for several reasons. 
For example, it (i) allows separating the concerns of the fulfillment of the system functionality and 
managing self-control; (ii) facilitates model-based adaptation control, even self-adaptation, by 
decomposing the control loop into four specific phases; (iii) supports the extension of control information 
with knowledge stored in a knowledge repository; and (iv) creates a methodological bridge between the 
self-control of 1G-CPSs and self-adaptation of 2G-CPSs. As discussed by Miller, the monitor, analyze, 
plan, and execute functions must share knowledge. Hence, this modeling approach is often referred to as 
MAPE-K (Miller, 2005). The use of formally specified MAPE-K templates that encode the design 
expertise for a family of self-adaptive systems was proposed by (Iglesias and Weyns, 2015). These 
include templates for behavioral specification and modeling the different components of a MAPE-K 
feedback loop, as well as property specification templates that support the verification of the correctness 
of the adaptation behaviors. 

However, the MAPE-K approach is limited in terms of runtime variability, including the variable 
structure and functional systems. Furthermore, the issues of verifying the adaptation plans before 
executing and validating the results of the completed self-adaptation in context and the issue of resource 
generation and management during the lifecycle of the controlled system are not addressed specifically. It 
was argued that these functions should be included in the self-adaptation loop and proposed managing 
them in four logical steps, namely: (i) planning self-adaptation, (ii) verification before self-adaptation, (iii) 
operationalization of self-adaptation, and (iv) validation of self-adaptation, which extends MAPE-K into 
MAPVEV-K (Tavčar and Horváth, 2020). 

After analyzing the current research on the methods and techniques for designing and engineering 
adaptive SW systems, Hidaka et al. argued that the effective development of self-adaptive systems could 
be achieved through the reuse and adaptation of existing models, such as MAPE-K loops (Hidaka et al., 
2019). The survey completed by Muccini et al. found that the application layer and middleware layer 
(rather than the communication, service, or cloud layer) are the typical levels of system adaptation and 
that MAPE-RL (where RL stands for “reason and learn”), agents, and self-organization are the dominant 
adaptation mechanisms (Muccini et al., 2016). These functions are considered crucial elements for the 
self-supervised self-adaptation of CPSs. 
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An analysis (and comparison) of the architecture frameworks currently proposed for designing self-

adaptive systems was presented by (Chandra et al., 2016). The analysis included (i) the observe-decide-
act, (ii) MAPE-K, (iii) autonomic computing paradigm, and (iv) observer/controller architecture 
frameworks, which are rooted in organic computing research and are intended for different types of 
distributed systems, such as swarms, systems of systems, crowd computing arrangements, computing 
entity populations, and multi-agent systems. (Hummaida et al., 2016) presented a resource management 
strategy for clouds (that is based on allocation of a shared pool of configurable computing resources). 
This is seen as a typical example of demand-enabled system adaptation. As a concluding remark, we may 
claim that, despite the efforts, only useful pieces of an incomplete theory of system-level self-control of 
real-life systems are available and these do not include the agency of (intuitive and creative) heuristics or 
metaheuristics, which help solve a wide variety of application problems. 

4. Systems Science, Engineering, and Computational Fundamentals of Self-Adaptation of 
2G-CPSs 

The above discussion is based on five main premises: (i) 1G-CPSs are designed for known modes of 
change and to implement self-tuning of their operation; (ii) 2G-CPSs are designed to handle partially or 
completely unknown modes of change and are equipped with the capability of operational self-adaptation; 
(iii) human stakeholders play an important role in the assurance of system operation and performance of 
1G-CPSs, and there is a move toward partial automation of adaptation in the case of 2G-CPSs; (iv) the 
application and adaptation functions are purposefully separated in self-adaptive systems, whereas the 
application logic and adaptation logic are largely mixed in adaptive systems; and (v) research in self-
adaptive systems distinguishes between internal and external adaptation mechanisms. These assumptions 
lend themselves not only to the distinction of various system generations but also to a natural demarcation 
of two major realms of system control: internal and external. 

In principle, the goal of self-adaptation can be adapting: (i) the environment to maintain the targeted 
performance of the system, (ii) the system operations according to the environmental changes, or (iii) 
both in combination. Conventionally, adaptive systems are preprogrammed to realize the adaptation logic 
by means of closed feedback loops, while self-adaptive systems are preprogrammed to find a possible or 
the relative best adaptation logic by sophisticated computational mechanisms such as learning, reasoning, 
and abstracting (Cámara et al., 2020). In the case of self-adaptation, on the one hand, the designers define 
the (i) overall objectives to achieve, (ii) overall operational processes, (iii) possible resources to be used 
for adaptation, and (iv) scenario of realizing possible adaptations. On the other hand, the system 
determines the (v) necessity of adaptation, (vi) resources to be used for adaptation, (vii) concrete 
procedures of adaptation, and (viii) execution of adaptation. In the case of self-adaptive systems, it is 
possible to separate the parts of the system that deal with application concerns (i.e., the goals for which 
the system is built) from those that deal with self-adaptation concerns. Although this separation is useful 
for system engineering and computational reasons, the application-oriented subsystem and control-
oriented subsystem are supposed to operate in a synergetic functional coupling. From a computational 
perspective, 2G-CPSs may exploit (i) search-based techniques, (ii) logical and uncertain reasoning 
techniques, and (iii) machine learning techniques to deal with unanticipated requests and uncertainties and 
prepare for change. By doing so, they implement various forms of autonomic computing (Sanchez et al., 
2020). 

Self-adaptation of (heterogeneous) CPSs is a more complicated task than that of SW systems. One 
obvious reason is that the control SW should adapt not only to itself but also to the HW and CW 
constituents. Another reason is that the planning of adaptation requires comprehensive context 
management. Many researchers see self-adaptation as a risk-mitigation strategy with regard to 
uncertainties caused by runtime changes in application-oriented subsystems. There is still a knowledge 
gap regarding the handling of real-time changes and constraints that account for context variability. 
Rodrigues et al. combined offline requirements and model checking with online data collection and 
assessment to guarantee the system goals by fine-tuning the adaptation policies toward the optimization of 
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quality attributes (Rodrigues et al., 2018). (Engelenburg et al., 2019) provided a method of identifying 
which elements of the environment are relevant contexts. The method involves three steps: (i) obtaining 
insight into the context, (ii) determining what components are required to sense and adapt to context, and 
(iii) determining the rules on how the system should adapt to different situations. Because both static and 
dynamic contexts must be managed in specific applications, Don et al. proposed an event-driven 
awareness mechanism (Don et al., 2012). 

Another source of complication is that, beyond the change in the operational parameters, self-
adaptation extends to changing elements of the system functionality (operations) and system architecture 
(configuration and relations of components) during runtime. To deal with these issues, (Braberman et al., 
2015) proposed a reference architecture that allows for coordinated yet transparent and independent 
adaptation of system configuration and behavior. (Cansado et al., 2010) proposed a formal framework 
that unifies behavioral adaptation and structural reconfiguration of components and showed the 
advantages in the context of reconfiguration of a client/server system in which the server has been 
replaced. 

It is well known by the SW engineering community that the term “architecture” refers to a conceptual 
model that defines the behavior, structure, and characteristics of a SW system that fulfills the given 
requirements. In SW engineering, architecture is a bridge between requirements and computational codes 
(Garlan, 2001). It is also conceived as a formal description of the integrated, distributed, or hybrid 
arrangement and the interconnection of functional components. Architectural adaptation is a multifaceted 
issue involving qualitative judgment and implies modification at various levels (Cheng et al., 2006). 
Understanding its guiding principles and possible forms is a central topic for research on self-adaptive 
systems. (Villegas et al., 2017) posited that, in addition to the regular functional components of the 
system, the designed architectures must include components that enable self-awareness capabilities, such 
as monitoring and analyzing its own current state, as well as planning and executing self-adaptation 
actions. There are different possibilities for runtime architectural self-adaptation of composable and 
compositional systems. (Kramer and Magee, 2007) outlined a three-layer architectural reference model 
that provides the required level of abstraction and generality for self-management of composable 
architectures. 

Compositional adaptation exchanges algorithmic or structural system components with others to 
improve the fit of the SW to the state of its current environment. (Phan and Lee, 2011) proposed a 
multimodal compositional approach to model, analyze, and design an adaptive CPS on a distributed 
architecture that facilitates adaptiveness, efficient use of resources, and incremental integration. 
Compositional adaptation is powerful, but its use without appropriate tools to automatically generate and 
verify codes may negatively affect the system integrity and security (McKinley al., 2004). Compositional 
self-adaptation control systems should consider both static aspects (such as stability and availability) and 
dynamic properties (such as functional interconnections and transient changes in variables). The 
dependable emergent ensembles of components framework presented by (Masrur et al., 2016) (i) allows 
modeling large-scale dynamic systems by a set of interacting components, (ii) provides mechanisms to 
describe transitory interactions between components, and (iii) supports reasoning about the timing 
behavior of the interacting components. The motivation came from the hypothesis that components may 
automatically configure their interactions within self-managed SW architectures in a manner that is 
compatible with the overall architectural specification and can achieve the goals of the system. Another 
dimension of self-adaptation is the self-adaptation of a system of systems, which is still in its early stage 
of development and implementation (Weyns and Andersson, 2013). 

Using models as bases for self-adaptation is both a theoretical and methodological issue. The latter is 
concerned with the dynamic generation and adaptation of system and control models. Runtime models are 
based on abstractions of the system, while the goals serve as a driver and enabler for semi-automatic 
reasoning regarding system adaptations during operation (Blair et al., 2009). Many researchers have 
emphasized the role of SW models at runtime (M@RT) as an extension of adaptation control techniques 
to runtime context (Szvetits and Zdun, 2016). For example, a key challenge for self-adaptive SW systems 
is assurance. Assurance tasks must be performed at runtime. To this end, Cheng et al. argued that research 
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into the use of M@RT is fundamental to the development of runtime assurance techniques and presented 
what information may be captured by M@RT for the purpose of assurance (Cheng et al., 2014). 
(Bennaceur et al., 2014) developed a four-layer partially causal conceptual M@RT reference model to 
provide a framework for the core concepts and situate the computational mechanisms. 

The MAPE-K feedback loop architecture was extended by (Klös et al., 2018). They imposed various 
requirements and a structure on the knowledge base and introduced a meta-adaptation layer. This enables 
(i) learning of new adaptation rules based on executable runtime models, (ii) continuous evaluation of the 
accuracy of previous adaptations, and (iii) verification of the correctness of the adaptation logic in the 
current system context. (Hadj-Kacem et al., 2009) constructed a formal model using a colored Petri net 
for an adaptive system to be trusted after adaptation. This model has sufficient abstraction of details but 
still deals with the core of the protocol. This makes the model simpler and easier to analyze owing to the 
restricted state-space size. Another study of theoretical significance is the three-phase approach for 
modeling and developing dynamically adaptive systems based on the combination of the runtime model 
technique and aspect-oriented SW development paradigm proposed by (Loukil et al., 2017). The SW 
architecture is specified in the first phase, the executable code is automatically generated in the second 
phase, and the running system is reconfigured and supervised in the third phase. 

The use of artificial narrow intelligence techniques (in particular deep learning and machine learning) 
and full-fledged digital twins in various runtime activities of system self-adaptation and dependable 
automation is increasing (Müller et al., 2021). This ongoing intellectualization concerns both tasks related 
to solving application problems and tasks related to self-adaptation and self-supervision (Casadei et al., 
2020). Both theoretical and practical issues are addressed in both respects. The integration of awareness 
building, machine learning, and ampliative reasoning mechanisms into SW enables them to behave 
smartly and handle unanticipated situations (Lee et al., 2020). The latter efforts are justified by the 
growing need to autonomously detect and manage unanticipated or unknown situations and properly plan 
adaptation during runtime (Zhou et al., 2019). The inclusion of learning mechanisms in self-adaptive 
systems improves not only their flexibility but also their reusability (Pearce et al., 2021). However, 
current computational learning allows self-adaptive CPSs to change their operation and/or configuration 
only up to specific limits or inside a goal-defined operational envelope. Furthermore, constraints and 
usable resources are defined in the design phase (Macher et al., 2019). Nevertheless, these technological 
augmentations of 2G-CPSs (i) transfer discrete functional and architectural adaptation approaches into a 
continuous (perpetual) self-adaptation, (ii) reduce reliance on human supervisors and increase the level of 
automation, and (iii) enhance the technological readiness for resource-sensitive evolutionary self-
adaptation. Three major issues are (i) purpose-driven selective learning, (ii) trustworthiness of the learned 
data- and rule-driven models, and (iii) scalability of the proposed solutions. Therefore, many researchers 
have been encouraged to gain experience in industrial systems and applications (Kühnle and Bayanifar, 
2017). 

5. Toward Next-Generation Cyber-Physical Systems 
We conducted a non-exhaustive literature study with the intention of obtaining insights into the (i) 

trends of current research, (ii) probable future developments, and (iii) recognizable research/knowledge 
gaps in the field of NG-CPSs. We focused on seminal publications that presented front-end and road-
paving research and development results, critical and conclusive overviews, and evidence of personal 
viewpoints. An important observation was that only a small portion of the studied journal articles and 
conference papers looked ahead to future CPSs, although the number of related publications has 
progressively increased in the last decade. Based on the selected publications, we attempted to draw a 
landscape of the major concerns of the research and development toward NG-CPSs. To this end, we 
performed an initial classification of the concerns according to the system that they are related to. The 
four categories of concern are (i) (holistic) system (Ʃ), (ii) SW (S), (iii) HW (H), and CW (C) concerns. 
We divided the system concerns into two subcategories: (i) generic system concerns (Ʃ1) and (ii) system 
supervision concerns (Ʃ2). The obtained landscape is depicted in Figure 3. Owing to the abundance of 
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associated concerns, we classified the SW concerns to three subcategories: (i) system modeling (S1), (ii) 
SW self-evolution (S2), and (iii) SW dependability (S3) concerns. The subcategories were further 
decomposed into concern-domains, as follows: 

Ʃ1 Generic system concerns: 
 (i) theoretical fundamentals for NG-CPSs (Tan and Chen, 2021) (Colombo et al., 2014) (Yilma et al., 

2021), (ii) understanding adaptive systems of systems (Johnson and Hernandez, 2016) (Johnson, 
2020), (iii) standards for self-adaptive CPSs (Ali et al., 2018) (Ahmadi et al., 2017), and (iv) social 
and personal normativity for NG-CPSs (Hohwy, 2020) (Yin et al., 2020) (Yilma et al., 2018). 

Ʃ2 System supervision concerns: 
 (i) self-supervision strategies, frameworks, and mechanisms (Klös et al., 2018) (Elkhodary et al., 

2010), (ii) human involvement in self-adaptation (Cámara et al., 2017) (Cimini et al., 2020) 
(Firouznia et al., 2018), (iii) intelligent status monitoring (Cogliati et al., 2018) (Finogeev et al., 
2019), (iv) fault-triggered self-adaptation (Krishna and Koren, 2013) (Ruíz Arenas, 2018), (v) 
cognitive supervisory digital twins (Eirinakis et al., 2020) (Müller et al., 2021), and (vi) control 
strategies for systems of systems (Ferrer et al., 2018) (Axelsson, 2019). 

S1 System modeling concerns: 
 (i) state transition representation languages (Du et al., 2020) (Buffoni et al., 2021) (Ruchkin, 2019), 

(ii) multilevel modeling approaches (Merelli et al., 2012) (Frank, 2014) (Kühne, 2018), (iii) 
modeling of evolutionary systems (Khakpour et al., 2012) (Hartsell et al., 2019) (Bonci et al., 2018), 
(iv) system and control model engineering and optimization (Zhang et al., 2019) (de Lamotte et al., 
2008) (Fishwick, 1990), (v) transdisciplinary modeling of systems (Hashmi et al., 2021) (Mo and 
Beckett, 2021), (vi) metamodeling of systems (van Gigch, 1993) (Sangiovanni-Vincentelli et al., 

 
Figure 3. Major Concern-Domains of Next-Generation Cyber-Physical Systems 
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2009) (Odell et al., 2004) (Yang et al., 2018), and (vii) megamodeling of systems of systems (Villar 
et al., 2020) (Gašević et al., 2007) (Favre and Nguyen, 2005) (Vogel and Giese, 2012). 

S2 SW self-evolution concerns: 
 (i) dynamic programming methodologies (Bayne, 1995) (Bickhard, 2019), (ii) functional evolution 

mechanisms (Gleizes et al., 2007) (Alcocer et al., 2019), (iii) architectural evolution mechanisms 
(Garces et al., 2020) (Mokni et al., 2016), (iv) handling emergent affordances (Ballesteros et al., 
2020) (Zhou et al., 2019), (v) changing the adaptation logic at runtime (Epifani et al., 2009) (Roth et 
al., 2015) (Pasquale et al., 2011), (vi) parafunctional self-adaptation mechanisms (Basich et al., 2020) 
(Löffler et al., 2018) (Zhu and Li, 2019), and (vii) SW resource management (Catuogno et al., 2018) 
(Liu et al., 2020) (Wan et al., 2018). 

S3 SW dependability concerns: 
 (i) runtime verification of self-adaptation plans (Hachicha et al., 2019) (Nia et al., 2020) (Redfield, 

and Seto, 2017), (ii) runtime validation of self-adapted systems (Eze et al., 2011) (Dewasurendra et 
al., 2019) (Cardozo et al., 2014), (iii) testing self-organizing systems (Abuseta and Swesi, 2015) 
(Eberhardinger et al., 2014), (iv) risk and hazard evaluation mechanisms (Schierman et al., 2008) 
(Marshall et al., 2018) (Cámara et al., 2018), and (v) self-explaining adaptation mechanisms 
(Drechsler et al., 2018) (Blumreiter et al., 2019) (Wickramasinghe et al., 2021) (Daglarli, 2021). 

H1 HW management concerns: 
 (i) dynamic HW resource management (Huang et al., 2009) (Schmidt et al., 2014), (ii) HW interface 

assumptions (González-Nalda et al., 2017) (Landolfi et al., 2018) (Shin and Park, 2020), and (iii) 
interoperation of gentelligent system components (Denkena et al., 2010) (Lachmayer et al., 2016) 
(Möhring et al., 2020). 

C1 CW management concerns: 
 (i) fusion of data and synthetic knowledge (Cuevas and Guzman-Arenas, 2010) (Zhang et al., 2021) 

(Sahu et al., 2021) (Petrovska et al., 2020), (ii) evolutionary ontology management (Bürger et al., 
2020) (Kotis et al., 2020) (Ferranti et al., 2021)), and (iii) exploiting synthetic system knowledge 
(Horváth, 2020) (Gembarski, 2019) (Abel, 2014). 

The references included above are only examples of typical publications oriented to the particular 
concern-domains. It should be noted that the landscape displayed in Figure 3 is incomplete and subjective. 
There are several reasons for this deficiency. For instance, our literature analysis covered only a limited 
set of the numerous relevant publications. Owing to the obvious space limitations, only a few could be 
included in the above overview. There was also a technical issue that several studies addressed multiple 
concerns or intended to contribute to multiple concern-domains. We attempted to sort them into the most 
relevant category. Our personal interpretations, views, and judgments contributed to the subjective nature 
of the landscape. We have not yet conducted any further research to validate its comprehensiveness and 
appropriateness and to consolidate it in a broader application context. 

Notwithstanding these issues, the presented landscape is considered a starting point for further 
discussions and analyses. It can be observed that the number of concerns related to the HW, SW, and CW 
categories is significantly different. The overwhelming majority of them are related to SW that plays 
multiple roles (such as integrators, drivers, processors, mechanisms, managers, and utilities) in the current 
and future CPSs. The landscape also reflects certain trends, which are summarized in the conclusion 
section of this extended editorial. In the next section, we use it to position the contributing papers in the 
most relevant concern-domain. 

6. Short Synopses of the Contributed Papers 
This special issue is based on an open call for papers initially presented on a journal’s website. The 

call attracted the attention of many potential authors. The process of selecting the submitted manuscripts 
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for peer review and subsequently screening the best ones for publication was not simple. Many 
excellently written papers were addressing somewhat conventional topics, but there were fewer well-
elaborated papers addressing novel and essential topics. With regard to all the submitted manuscripts, it is 
fair to mention that there was weak thematic coherence among them. For the above reasons, less than half 
of the reviewed papers were considered for publication, and finally, only six original contributions were 
included in this special issue. Based on their actual objectives and contributions, these papers can be 
categorized into three general groups: (i) road mapping for systems science and engineering (P1 and P2), 
(ii) methodological approaches to designing self-adaptive systems (P3 and P4), and (iii) enablers for the 
realization of self-adaptive systems (P5 and P6). Below, we briefly introduce these high-quality papers. 

The first paper, submitted by Danny Weyns, Jesper Andersson, Mauro Caporuscio, Francesco 
Flammini, Andreas Kerren, and Welf Lowe, proposes “A Research Agenda for Smarter Cyber-Physical 
Systems.” This paper contributes to the conceptual framing and understanding of several concern-domains 
in the subcategories of SW self-evolution and SW dependability, as well as in the subcategories of 
generic system and system supervision. It also provides a broad and deep theoretical underpinning for 
NG-CPSs. The work complements the existing perspectives on system smartness by taking a more 
holistic perspective that integrates system operation with the processes to engineer them. The authors 
argue that both the systems and the way they are engineered must become smarter. Systems and 
engineering processes must adapt themselves and evolve based on stakeholder input and experience 
through a perpetual process that continuously improves their capabilities and utility to deal with 
environmental and operational uncertainties and amounts of data they encounter throughout their lifetime. 
The authors highlight key engineering areas (CPSs, runtime self-adaptation, data-driven technologies, and 
visual analytic reasoning) and outline some major challenges in each of them. They explain the synergies 
between these key areas. The second part of the paper presents the authors’ proposal for a comprehensive 
research agenda. This addresses three themes: (i) assurances for unknowns (in the case of decentralized 
and smart CPSs that operate under uncertainty), (ii) self-explainability of autonomous decisions 
(concerning lifelong self-learning and self-explainable CPSs), and (iii) smart ecosystems for perpetual 
adaptation and evolution (including a unified modeling approach and self-governance for smart CPSs). 
Exhibiting a high level of autonomy, smarter cyber-physical ecosystems require reflective capabilities 
based on which they can improve their utility and adjust themselves according to their shifting operational 
goals. Recognizing the necessity of convergence, the research agenda calls for a multi-year concerted 
effort by research teams active in the different key areas of studying and developing novel solutions for 
trustworthy and sustainable CPSs. 

The second paper, titled “Designing Runtime Evolution for Dependable and Resilient Cyber-Physical 
Systems Using Digital Twins,” presents the work of Luis F. Rivera, Miguel Jimenez, Gabriel Tamura, 
Norha M. Villegas, and Hausi A. Muller. The main contribution of this paper is on the concern-domain of 
cognitive supervisory digital twins in the system supervision subcategory. Moreover, it adds to the 
subcategory of SW self-evolution, more specifically, to the concern-domain of functional/architectural 
evolution mechanisms, and to the self-supervision strategies, frameworks, and mechanisms. The authors 
emphasize that designing smart CPSs must address not only dependable autonomy but also operational 
resiliency. Their goal was to implement reliable self-adaptation and self-evolution mechanisms and to 
include them in the design of SCPSs. Their results are threefold: (i) a reference architecture for designing 
dependable and resilient SCPSs that integrates concepts from the fields of digital twins, adaptive controls, 
and autonomic computing; (ii) a model identification mechanism to guide self-evolution, evolutionary 
optimization, and dynamic simulation; and (iii) a gradient descent-based adjustment mechanism for self-
adaptation to achieve operational resiliency. In addition to the model identification and adjustment 
mechanisms, a featured contribution of this work is the so-called “reference architecture” for designing 
digital twin-based autonomic control for dependable and resilient CPSs. The authors implemented 
prototypes and demonstrated their viability using real data from a case study in the domain of intelligent 
transportation systems. The proposed execution adjustment mechanism determines the appropriate control 
parameters such that the controller can enforce the control objectives in the CPS. 
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The next paper was submitted by Camille Salinesi, Asmaa Achtaich, Nissrine Souissi, Raul Mazo, 

Ounsa Roudies, and Angela Villota, under the title “State-Constraint Transition: A Language for the 
Formal Specification of Self-Adaptive Requirements.” It offers a methodological approach to designing 
self-adaptive systems. The main contribution covers the concern-domain of dynamic programming 
methodologies in the subcategory of SW self-evolution and the concern-domain of state-transition 
representation languages in the subcategory of system modeling. The authors observed that existing 
formal languages focus on the fulfillment of user requirements by the designed system in the current 
context. However, they hardly consider dynamically emerging runtime requirements and context-sensitive 
requirements. Therefore, the authors introduced a state-constraint transition (SCT) modeling language to 
provide a solution to the problem of specifying dynamic requirements. An essential feature of this 
solution is the concept of configuration states, in which requirements are translated into constraints. The 
paper explains both the syntax and semantics of the SCT and provides examples of reconfiguration 
scenarios. The authors realized the SCT requirement specification process relying on a finite-state 
machine approach that provided the necessary computational power and expressiveness for constraint 
programming. Their preliminary evaluation explored both the benefits (expressiveness, scalability, and 
domain independence) and limitations (temporal constraints, scheduled reconfigurations, and validation 
of constraints) of the SCT. 

The fourth paper, titled “One-of-a-Kind Production in Cyber-Physical Production Systems 
Considering Machine Failures,” presents the study results of Guido Vinci Carlavan and Daniel Alejandro 
Rossit. Although the topic of the paper is broader than the SW concern, its scientific contribution can be 
related to the concern-domain of advanced control strategies for system of systems in the subcategory of 
system supervision. Within customized production, the one-of-a-kind production (OKP) paradigm is an 
extreme case for production control and scheduling. The CPSs used in Industry 4.0 are supposed to 
facilitate the management of information related to each singular product as well as the resolution of 
conflicts that may arise in processes with very high variability. For this reason, the authors studied the 
implementation of the constant work-in-progress (CONWIP) control logic in OKP systems from the 
perspective of productive job shop configurations in Industry 4.0. The CONWIP control logic was able to 
handle the challenging Industry 4.0 problem in an efficient manner, with a relatively low requirement for 
investment in CPS-related equipment. However, they also found that the performance is sensitive to the 
stress of the scenario, that is, the arrival rate of jobs, which is an issue closely related to the dispatching 
rules used. The general conclusion of the authors was that the dispatching rules associated with due dates 
tend to improve the overall performance of the system, and the first-in, first-out rule has the worst 
performance in all experiments. An essential feature of their work is the development of simulation-based 
experimental studies, whose results were compared systematically. As design concerns of the NG-CPSs, 
Carlavan and Rossit elaborated on intelligent status monitoring, fault-triggered self-adaptation, and 
system and control model engineering. 

The title of the fifth paper is “Remote Runtime Failure Detection and Recovery Control for 
Quadcopters.” The authors, Sajad Shahsavari, Mohammed Rabah, Eero Immonen, Mohammad-Hashem 
Haghbayan, and Juha Plosilab, identified managing failures as a basic enabler for the realization of 
dependable self-adaptive systems such as quadcopter drones. Their work contributes to the concern-
domains of fault-triggered self-adaptation and cognitive supervisory digital twins in the system 
supervision subcategory. The authors implemented a distributed control system that includes (i) a local 
onboard PID-based control subsystem responsible for maneuvering the drone in all conditions, (ii) remote 
control subsystem responsible for detecting normal or failure states of the drone and communicating with 
the drone in real-time, and (iii) digital twin co-execution subsystem responsible for real-time two-way 
data exchange between the above subsystems. The measured RPM values of the quadcopter motors are 
transmitted to a remote computer, which hosts the failure detection and recovery SW platform. The 
control concept was implemented using the Simulink tool. The authors propose a modification of the 
Quad-Sim simulation model to represent motor failure situations. In addition, they offer a fast fault 
detection and recovery technique capable of working at runtime and a two-way data stream management 
facility. The experimental results obtained using the MCX co-execution platform demonstrate the 
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applicability and efficiency of the proposed approach in detecting failures and safely landing of drones 
after failure detection. 

Included as last in this special issue, the work of Amal Ahmed Anda and Daniel Amyot mainly 
addresses the concern-domain of ‘system and control model engineering and optimization’ in the 
subcategory of software ‘system modeling concerns’. Nevertheless, their paper, entitled, “Goal and 
Feature Model Optimization for the Design and Self-Adaptation of Socio-Cyber-Physical Systems”, also 
contributes to the concern-domains of runtime validation of the adapted system, functional evolution 
mechanisms, intelligent status monitoring, and human involvement in self-adaptation. The presented 
optimization method provides design-time and runtime solutions for goal-based self-adaptation of SCPSs, 
while supporting the validation of their design models. The goal satisfaction is supported by a 
simultaneous monitoring the system’s environment and operational qualities, while constraints enforcing 
correctness are specified in the feature model. The arithmetic functions are generated automatically from 
goal and feature models. The generated goal-feature model is solved by an optimization tool, which 
calculates optimal adaptation solutions for foreseen common situations at design-time. In addition, 
runtime optimization is used also by the system in order to adapt to situations unanticipated in the design-
time. To assess how well the proposed approach could be used to manage selection among alternatives 
while solving emergent conflicts, it was applied to a smart home management system. The optimized 
performance of the system was assessed through the fulfillment of time, total programing time, memory 
usage, and program memory usage goals/constraints. The approach proposed by Anda and Amyot 
facilitates iterative processes, reduces design errors, and increases system reliability. 

7. Some Conclusions about What We Miss … 
Although significant progress has been made both in research and development and in theory and 

practice, many open issues and unanswered questions still exist. As the above analysis shows, this can be 
attributed to the extremely rapid shifts in research phenomena and academic interests. Below, we attempt 
to identify the open issues that are expedient to be resolved immediately: 

1. Second-generation CPSs are based on balanced utilization of HW, SW, and CW resources. 
Nevertheless, most research has focused on SW challenges and issues. This can be explained by the 
dominance of research in information processing and smart reasoning systems, but self-adaptation of 
transformative (such as production, robotic, medical, and transportation) 2G-CPSs requires 
sophisticated HW and CW resource management. Publications on their integral theoretical 
fundamentals and methodological approaches are scarce in the current literature. 

2. As explained above, a functional motivation for self-adaptation is enabling systems to handle 
operational uncertainties that are difficult to foresee before deployment. At the same time, a 
nonfunctional motivation for self-adaptation is freeing system operators and administrators from the 
need to continuously monitor and adjust systems that are operating round-the-clock. Self-adaptation 
may introduce various levels of transformative operations, such as (i) self-tuning, (ii) self-adaptation, 
(iii) self-conversion, and (iv) self-reproduction. In all cases, self-adaptive systems are inherently 
nonlinear because they possess parameters that are functions of their states and conditions. Thus, 
self-adaptive systems are simply a special class of nonlinear systems that measure their own 
performance, interact with the operating environment, monitor the operating conditions of the 
components, and adapt their dynamics. The goal of interaction with their operating environment is to 
ensure that the measured performance is close to the targeted performance or specifications. 

3. Section 4, titled “Systems Science, Engineering, and Computational Fundamentals of Self-
Adaptation for 2G-CPSs”, and Section 5, titled “Towards Next-Generation Cyber-Physical Systems”, 
discuss the already observable and foreseeable differences in the adaptive potentials of 2G-CPSs and 
NG-CPSs. Similar to some of the contributed papers, this extended editorial proposes that CPSs are 
moving from self-adaptation (typical of 2G-CPSs) toward self-evolution and even to a not 
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preprogrammed but self-supervised automated operation (regarded as typical of 3G-CPSs and higher 
generations). As indicated in Figure 4, the latter raises the need for additional supra-disciplinary 
research on the intellectualization, organization, and socialization dimensions of NG-CPSs. 

4. Facilitating the system self-evolution and reaching autonomy seem to be the two dominant tracks for 
developing NG-CPSs. Adaptation evolves when new resources are provided for the system runtime. 
Functional evolution and evolutionary adaptation assume extending the system resources (HW, SW, 
and CW) at runtime and adapting the system objectives, operation, performance, and relationships 
according to the obtained affordances. Autonomous adaptation has been interpreted as self-
adaptation without any form of human interaction. In this case, the system is responsible for self-
supervising both the planning and execution of adaptation, considering all risk factors and 
implications. The current literature offers neither robust underlying theories nor structured 
methodologies for evolutionary and autonomous self-adaptation. 

5. Artificial narrow intelligent techniques (in particular, various mechanisms of computational learning) 
are increasingly being used in the self-control and self-adaptation of 2G-CPSs. Artificial neural 
network-based and other AI-based controller mechanisms extend the self-adaptation potential with 
additional functionality but are not able to adapt to frequent requirement changes at runtime or to 
scale up to complex real-life situations. Sections 2–5 hint at some open design issues that cannot be 
resolved because the knowledge they need is partly or entirely unavailable. To explore the 
knowledge gaps and eliminate knowledge deficiencies, the problems must first be correctly 
identified. Cognitive engineering plays an important role in the development of next-generation 
systems. 

6. Dynamic management of the operational and servicing goals of systems based on emerging runtime 
requirements is recognized as an important topic for further studies; however, the dynamic 
development of goal models is still in its infancy. Changes during the SW lifecycle lead to SW 
architecture erosion and make the management of SW architecture evolution a complex task. Most 
existing computational approaches to architecture evolution only enable the evolution of early stage 
models and fail to support the entire lifecycle of component-based SW. 

7. The fundamental mechanisms of automatic runtime (fine-) tuning of the adaptation logic to 

 
Figure 4. Dimensions of Thinking about Next-Generation Cyber-physical Systems 
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unanticipated conditions, runtime verification of adaptation plans, learning the impact of adaptation 
decisions on the goals of the system, and validation and testing of the performance of self-adaptive 
systems after (multiple) adaptations are still concerns for research and development. These are 
particularly relevant issues for networked time 2G-CPSs and mission-critical systems. 

8. A rapid shift can be observed in the literature from self-adaptive systems to self-supervised self-
evolving systems without providing complete solutions for the self-adaptation problem. The idea of 
layering was introduced in the design of self-adaptive SW systems to separate different types of 
concerns and address various types of uncertainties. An interesting and important but narrowly 
addressed research topic is the functional emergence and utilization of functional affordances in the 
case of NG-CPSs. Emergence may be a result of self-organization, particularly in the case of multi-
agent-based systems. 

9. Designing CPSs requires an extensive collection of heterogeneous computational models, such as 
systems, morphological, physical, structural, HW, SW, information, control, and reasoning models, 
to enable deep semantic integration, simulation, and analysis. Models should interoperate and 
provide a sufficiently complete representation of the operation, structure, and behavior of 2G-CPSs. 
Despite efforts to introduce metamodels and megamodels, the currently used models (i) work in 
conceptually different engineering dimensions, (ii) are based on different abstractions, and (iii) 
involve different representation formalisms. The methodology of coherent and consistent 
transdisciplinary and multidimensional system modeling and cross-domain (HW, SW, and CW) 
representation formalisms require further research attention. Formal criteria for the structural and 
semantic consistency of modeling tools have not been addressed with sufficient emphasis. 

10. Several authors emphasize both the (restricted) necessity and feasibility of building self-explainable 
systems that monitor and analyse their behavior and generate an explanation for human stakeholders 
involved in supervision based on explanation models. However, this approach loses significance in 
systems with high levels of autonomy. 

11. Self-adaptive systems mostly consider parametric, functional, and architectural properties that 
capture concerns, such as performance, reliability, and cost. Recent research has addressed the 
nonfunctional or parafunctional characteristics of NG-CPSs, such as trust, awareness, intellect, and 
emotions. These topics seem to be ready for immediate or near-future research. 
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